Observations from information in the IPCRR
Those with PC-K17 have the greatest variation of phenotypes for PC.

- The condition may be evident at birth due to natal teeth. This type of PC often has natal teeth (but not all with PC-K17 have natal teeth).
- Some nail dystrophy may also be present at birth but the nail changes may be milder than those with other types of PC.
- Nearly 50% of PC-K17 patients have little or no plantar keratoderma and pain.
- More than 50% of PC-K17 patients have extensive plantar keratoderma and pain.
- Pain levels for PC-K17 patients may range from 1 to 9 on a 0 to 10 scale.
- Leukokeratosis in oral mucosa is rarely present in PC-K17.
- Extensive steatocystoma cysts (steatocystoma multiplex or SM) is found in almost all PC-K17 patients. However, not all those with SM have mutations in the KRT17 gene.